
EVALUATION QUESTION 6 
What have you learnt about technologies from the process of constructing this product? 

 

 
 

RESEARCH PLANNING PRODUCTION POST PRODUCTION PRESENTATION & FEEDBACK EVALUATION 
REFLECTION 

We used youtube 
to research some 
existing products 
and too look what 
previous students 
have created. We 
also used it to look for ideas that we 
could use in our thriller.  

 We started by 
making a 
moodboard on 
google slide 
with all of our 
individual ideas 
on it. We 
looked at local 

locations and some clips that 
inspired us. We also found some 
sound that we thought might be 
appropriate to a conventional 
thriller. We referred back to this 
document when deciding on our 
final idea. 

 We used a 
DSLR to do most 
of our filming on. 
This is a good 
quality camera 
and we used it 

so we could get 
good footage. 
We also used a 
gopro to film 
the final fall at 
the end of our 
thriller so we 
had many 

different angles from it. 

We used Adobe 
premiere pro to edit 
all of our thriller, we 
started by making a 
basic edis and this 
was just us putting all 
of our footage into the 

right order, this also helped to make 
sure we had everything. 

Throughout this project 
we used PDF 
documents to present 
our work. We needed 
to convert them from a 
good or a word 
document into a PDF 
which we could them upload to our blogs.  

We used voicethread to 
make our evaluation 
question 4 and this about 
who our target audience 
are and what they would 

want thriller. We did this to make sure 
we knew who our audience where 
and what they would be looking for in 
a film so we could meet their 
requirements. 

We used a website 
called Art of the 
title to look at title 
designs to 
research what we 

could do with our 
own titles. The 
information we 
found out we 
then placed onto 
a google doc so 

we could look back at it when 
designing our titles. 

We used after effects to 
make our titles for our 
thriller, This allowed us to 
design our titles exactly 
how we wanted them, we 
could place them wherever we wanted 
and bring them in and out to.  

 We used a zoom 
microphone to give feedback 
to another group likewise that 
group gave feedback to us. 

We used a microphone to introduce us to 
recording sounds and to familiarise us to 
using the mics. 

 We used Prezi to 
create our evaluation 
question 1 this 
question was focusing 
on whether or not our 
thriller followed the 
conventions of a thriller.  

I used our gmail to 
share my work and 
ideas with my 
group, this means 
that they could look 
at what ideas i had 
come up with and it helped us to 
communicate. 

 We used a zoom 
microphone to 
record all of our 
folie sounds for our 
thriller. This is a 
good microphone 
than picked up very 

crisp detailed sound. 

We used audacity to edit 
our sounds. We used a lot 
of tools on audacity 
including the amplify, 
equalization and reverb 

tool. This program allowed us to make 
the sounds sound exactly how we 
wanted them. 

We uploaded our 
drafts to youtube 
so we could get 
feedback from 
other, other 
groups also put 
theirs on their 

channel so we could see thirs too. 

 We used google slides to 
make our evaluation 
question 3 this was 
looking how we would 
distribute our thriller and 

what company we would use. We 
decided to use a independant 
distributor because our film was an 
indie one.  

We used our an app on 
our phones called vine. 
We used this to help up 
learn and experiment 
with different camera 
angels. We filmed short 
6 second clips that 
demonstrated and explained 6 
different angles. 

We used a 
scanner to scan 
our work into the 
computer for 
example we did a 
risk assessment 

and a storyboard 
on paper and we 
needed to 
upload this to 
our blog. We 
used our blog to 
show all on the 
planning that went into creating our 
thriller.  

We used our phones 
to take photos of us 
filming. We shared 
them with each other 
and uploaded them 
onto our blog.  

We used Adobe 
photoshop to create our 
ident. We created a 
static image on 
photoshop and then 
exported it and 
animated it on after effects. 

We used youtube 
comments to gain 
feedback from the 
other groups, We 
watched two other 
groups thrillers and 
commented on them 
what was going well 

and what 
could maybe 
be improved. 
We mainly 
looked at if 
the continuity 
was right. 

We used premiere pro 
again to create 
evaluation question 5, 
we included titles to 
explain about how 
what we did related to 

our audience and what they would 
like about it.  

We used youtube 
to upload our work 
that we had filmed. 
This allowed us to 
get feedback from 
others including 
our people in our class and or 
teacher. 

We used bridge to open 
all of the animations that 
we used for our titles. 
This program allowed us 
to view the animations in 
and out before we applied 

them to our titles. 

Finally we 
used 
youtube to 
present our 
work, we 

uploaded our final thriller here and it 
can be viewed by whoever wants to 
watch it, this also allowed us to 
embed this onto our blogs which is 
where all of our work is presented.  

 




